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VFrom the Editor's Perspective
Praise be to Allah, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the worlds. And may peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon the seal of the Prophets, Muhammad, his families and all his 
companions.
I am extremely delighted to present the first issue of the Journal of Taibah University: 
Medical Sciences with prime focus on sharing the medical knowledge and 
dissemination of professional expertise. This is an endeavor to echo themes about key 
issues like medical education, professional development, audit, integration of evidence-
based medicine with intricate learning pathways, and other modern developments 
worldwide.
There are an ever growing number of national and international journals which deliver a 
familiar mix of editorials, review and original articles, occasional advertisements, short 
cases, and editor's mail. Our journal is an esteemed addition to the crew which will be 
an immense contribution to the region's medical developments. The Journal of Taibah 
University: Medical Sciences is objectively obliged to translate the ongoing diverse 
and evolutionary changes in medicine into well versed and comprehensive published 
text. With the Grace of God, in future, the Journal will enhance the profile of 
publications which will be a boost for indigenous research and related opportunities.
I appreciate the invaluable support by His Excellency Prof Mansour Al Nouzha, 
President of Taibah University Al Madina Al Munawara, and untiring efforts by the 
Editorial Board, Associate Editor, Editorial Office, and the Advisory Board to 
materialize this journal's publication. At the same time, the tremendous participation by 
prolific reviewers and authors is highly applaudable.
I hope the readers will find the journal valuable to foster their intriguing interest, 
knowledge, and understanding and the journal's office welcomes their feedback for 
further refinement.
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